BLB 065 - The US Federal Government should implement the Stop Militarizing Law Enforcement Act of 2015 (H.R. 1232)
Affirmative: Mehgan Landreneau, Martice McNeil, Andrew Scott and Nina Zamora
Negative: Jordan Brackens, Jinger Jones and Reggie Ubaldo
Judge: Matea Ivanovic

BLB 075 - This house would repeal the classification of the Internet as a title II utility
Affirmative: Mark Chavez, Megan Debacker and Mackenzie Marquess
Negative: Adriania Dennis, Ryan Field, Darren McClain and Mayra Ramirez
Judge: Dr. Brian Lain

BLB 060 - The Texas state legislature should pass HB 507 (decriminalization of marijuana)
Affirmative: Tyler Adams, Desiree Boone, Kaitlyn Lamb and Lisa Martinez-Tovar
Negative: Haley Carroll, Andre Henderson and Hunter Lehockey
Judge: Brian Ontiveros-Kersh

BLB 073 - This house believes that testing pharmaceutical drugs on animals should be prohibited
Affirmative: Madison Clay-Wortham, Ryan Johnson and Chelsea Turner
Negative: Melanie Caruso, Jessica Grey, Crystal Martinez and Jonathan Orasanu
Judge: Nathan Trager

BLB 065 - This house believes that the US should increase its drone use in response to ISIL
Affirmative: Jason Abraham, Tamara Ede, Dotun Fakeye and Paul Farris
Negative: Joseph Derusha, Alex Newman and Allyssa Thomas
Judge: Matea Ivanovic

BLB 075 - This house believes that HB 47 should be upheld (conceal carry on campus)
Affirmative: Zack Leverette, Brooklyn McDaniel, Macy Needum and Jordan Switzer
Negative: Mo Ayo-Olusanya, Erin Holliday and Dylan Kennemur
Judge: Dr. Brian Lain

BLB 060 - This house would remove prohibitions on performance enhancing drugs in professional sports
Affirmative: Kerra Clement, Kayla Garrett, Mario Ordonez and Jason Snider
Negative: Demi Clinch, Parker Heineman, Grace Larsen and Joseph Walker
Judge: Brian Ontiveros-Kersh

BLB 070 - This house believes that the US should reduce its foreign energy dependence through the development of alternative energy
Affirmative: Brandon Inscho, Tanisha McKenzie, Altaro Robinson and Quinton Thomas
Negative: Lindsay Hollie, Faith Hunt, Waverly Mathis and Shana Willeford
Judge: Hillary St. John

BLB 070 - US Congress should ratify the Kyoto protocol
Affirmative: Tre’Von Bursey, Christina Martinez, Paige Meador and Mariana Montana
Negative: Blake Denham, Dylan Lauerman, Jackie Morris and Olivia Pack
Judge: Hillary St. John

BLB 073 - This house believes that community college tuition should be fully subsidized by the government
Affirmative: Jayme Carrico, Courtney Graham and Cheyann Hayes
Negative: Ashton Dixon, Tesa Hester, Sharon Reasonover and Warren Willis
Judge: Nathan Trager

BLB 070 - This house believes that the US Federal Government should legalize prostitution
Affirmative: Brent Battle, Savannah Depew, Desiree Hamlin and Andrew Moore
Negative: Eleazar Hernandez, Will Mereness, David Quintanilla
Judge: Nathan Trager

BLB 060 - This house believes that welfare applicants must pass a drug test as a condition of receiving benefits
Affirmative: Jonathan Lara-Delgado, Rebecca Parker, Rachel Salinas and Kaelin Williams
Negative: Lapaula Anderson, Adeline Ballard, Shelby Davidson and Keri Kennedy
Judge: Brian Ontiveros-Kersh

BLB 073 - This house believes that the US Federal Government should adopt the same right to be forgotten laws currently in place in Europe
Affirmative: Savilla Davis, Matthew Farmer, Sarah Talley and Holland Turner
Negative: Johann Mahler, Parker McNally, Travis Minor and Jordan Winget
Judge: Dr. Brian Lain
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